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EFFECT OF TILT OF THE PROPELLER AXIS ON THE LONGITUDINAL-STABILITY C13ARACTER-
ISTICS OF SINGLE-ENGINE AIRPLANES

BY HARRY J. Gom AND NOEL K. Dmmm

SUMMARY

The reswb oj i28t3of a model of a single-engine airplane
m“thtwo di$erent Mt.soj ti propeller axis are reported herein.
The results Whale that on a typical o%ign a 6° downioard
till oj the propeller axis unl.1cumiderably reduce the destabili>
ing e$ecti oj power. This reduction is equivabnt to as much
m a 0.06 mean aerod~mic chordjavorable 8hijt of the neutral
point for 2?,100-horsepoweroperatwn (at a G of 0.8). lb
3J60-lwr8epower opera#wnthe increase in the stubi?iiyis equiv-
alent to a 0.10 M. A. (?. shijt in the 8tick-Jixedneutral point at
a G oj 0.8. The irnprovemd in handling charaa!.enktia
(ekvm!orangle and stick force again$t v.%?a%y,and stick jorce
~aind normal acceleration) reswl.tingfrom the8e e~eeta i8
evm?uated. It is shown M, by use of the tiihd propeller, the
8ti.ekjoree in aceek?ratedmaneuversean be redwcedat no 8acri-
fice oj power-on 8tubiLity. “

A comparzkonoj the mperimentulresu% with those eompu.iixi
by w8e of exb%~ th-amy?3 inclwded. It ix di-own that the
reswh cm be predicted with an accuracy aeeeptublejor pre-
liminary design pwrpost%, parh%w.biy ai the higher power8
wbe the e~ects are of @7n@ant mu@twd4.

INTRODUCTION

The designer of n modern pursuit airplane is confronted
with the conflicting requirements of maneuverability and
stability and, due to the large effects of power, it is becoming
progreaaively more diflicult to compromise thcae require-
ments in a single-engine airplane. For example, present
flying qufilitiea speciikations call for a low stick force per
unit normal acceleration and, at the same time, require stick-
fied and stick-free stability under flight conditions where
the effects of power are large (e. g., a rated-power climb or
partial-power approach). A 10TV longitudinal stabili~ is
ecmductive L% the attainment of the former requirenumt,
while a high stability (with power off or at high speed) is
required by the latter. The margin necessary on a modern
singl~engine fighter tends to be so great that in order to
attain the desired light stick force in maneuvers, an unduly
close-balanced elevator must be resorted to.

As an illustration of this point, consider a Q-pied single-
engine airphme powwed with a 2,100-homepower mgine,
weighing 14,000 pounds, and with a wing loading of 40
pounds per square foot. With an airplane of normal dimen-
sions a forward shift of the neutral point of as much as 10
percent M. A. C. will occur, due to the application of rated

power at a CL of 0.8 (143 mph). If stability is to be main-
tained in this condition, a dCm/dCL of at least –0.10 must
exist power off (or at high speed where the effects of power
are small). If the stick force in steady turns is to be kept
within the limit of 8 pounda per g (which is required for a
fighter or an attack ai.rphne), a d6’h/d6 of the order of
–0.001 on & 30-percenhchord elevator is required. The
maintenance of this close bahmce over anything but a
limited elevatordeflection range will be difEcult, and the
control will be subject to overbalance due to small manufac-
turing deviations in contour or due to Mach number eifects.

It is apparent that any design change in the airplane,
which will reduce the destabilizing etlects of power, will
permit the reduction of the power-off stability which must
be built into the airplane. Thus, the attainment of both
a low stick force per g and stability in high-powered low-
speed fight will be facilitated. An eilective means for
decreasing the destabilizing effects of power is to give the
propeller thrust axis a slight downward tilt. A 5° tilt on
an airplane of normal nose length will give thb thrust axis
a moment arm of the order of 0.1 M. A. C. about the center
of gra+ity. On the typical airplane being considered, the
resulting thrust moment (ii fully eilective) would cause a
stabibing incremmt of -0.04 in dC~dCL at a CL of 0.8 for
climb with 2100 horsepower 2’+27). The schematic
sketch on figure 1 show-s that a tilt of this magnitude could
be attained with very little, if any, change in the external
lines of the airplane.

In addition to the effect of tilt of the propeller arising
directly from the propeller forces, there will be a second~
eflect on the slipstream which also will be bendcial. Since
the vertical component of the t&ust is dimma.sed by tilting
the thrust axis downward, the change in dowmvash resulting
from this vertical component will also be decreased? The
stabilizing effect of the deereased change in dowmvash can-
not be computed readily, but rough estimates indicate that
it could be about half as large as the effect due to thrust
moment.

Thin, W‘ cursory examination indicates that the for-
ward shift of the neutral point might be reduced from about
0.10 M. A. C. with an nntilted propellar axis to 0.04 M. A. C.
with a 5° tilt (figures given for 2,100 hp. at a CL of 0.8).
However, there was the possibility that a given geometric
tilt of the thrust axis might not result in an equal angular

1The dmtabflfxfngeffmts of www am tmmsble in a I&r&mmxore to the fncrmm of down
wash in the slff?drmm and the rwdting fndnenm on the tnfl-vitehfng moment.
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change of the line of action of the thrust. There also WM

a need for verification of the computed effects on the tail
and a determination of the influence of the position of the
tail with respect to tho slipstream. Accordingly, the twts
reported herein were conducted on G model of a typical
single-engine airplane with two different tilts of the pro-
peller axis. This report presents the remdts, shows the
effects on the associated flying qualities, and compares tho
effects with those computed from the basic theory involved.
The symbols used throughout the report we defined in
appendix A.

MODEL AND APPARATUS

All tests were run in the Ames 7-by 10-foot wind tumml
No. 2. Figure 2 shows the model mounted in the tunnel.

A three-view drawing of the model is shown on figure 3.
It was as.wmed to be a %-scale. model of an airplane weigh-
ing 14,700 pounds, wing loading 39.2. The characteristic
dimensions of the model and the full-scale airplane (assum-
ing % scale) are given in the table on figure 3. The model
was equipped with vaned, slotted flaps. It will be noted
that there are two tail locations: one designated the Dormol
tail position, and the other the raised tail position. Figure
4 shows the location of these tails relative to the fuselage
reference line (a line corresponding to w untilted thrust
axis) .

Unless specifically stated otherwise all pitching momonts
herein are referred to the 025 M. A. C. point, the location of
which is shown on figure 3. The relation of the thrust axtis,
center of gravity, and wing is gi~ en in more detail in figure 1,
Tilts of the propeller of –0.8° and –5.5° were tested. (Nqga-
tive sigg indicates a downward tilt.) This tilt waa ob-
tained by rotating the motor about a horizontal line passing
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through the center of rotation of the propeller. Thus the
vertical position of the propeller was not ailected by the
tilt. Sufficient clearance existed inside the cowl so that the
motor could be tilted without any alteration of the external
lines of the model.

Details of the horizontal tail surface are shown in figure 5.
The tail volume was 0.535, which is believed to be in the
normal range for this type of airplane. The elevator was
restrained by an electrical-type strain gage which was used
for the measurement of hinge moments. In the computation
of stick forces from the hinge moments, a 32° movement of o
25.5-inch stick was a.em.unedwith the elevator operating in a
deflection range of 20° to — 30°. W%% a linear relation this
gives an F/HM of 0.735.

The model was powered with a 100-homepower motor
driving a four-blade single-rotating propeller. All tests
were run with the propoller set at a blade angle of 21.00 at
the 0.75R. The experimentally determined T. against
V/nD relationship for this setting is shown in figure 6. The
variation of K (propeller normal-force factor) with V/n.Das
computed from the experimentally determined CP agaimt
V/nD characteristics of the model propeller at a 21.0° blade

Basfodata

F71flXafe ,Mtiel scab

m-cmwd@t ---------------------------- 14,ml lb----------------------
Wham ------------------------------ 46k------------------------- S-36ft.
Wham ------------------------------- mw. ft--------------------- 13.lsl w. m
MAO--------------------------------8.7 ft-------------------------- L6Sft.
A-t mti---------------------------- Lo --------------------------- 6.4.
Root f?hOld----------------------------- 1L97ft------------------------ 2W ft.
Tfp tad------------------------------- 5..5sm-------------------------LfUSft.
TotitiP m.., ----------------------- 67%m--------------------- 67%man.
Mtiofmtiw ------------------------ 2s%----------------------- 25%me-o.
Hw. Ms--------------------------- X.3 a. ft---------------------- 3.037ml. ft.
C. G. to O. P. d~..--..----...--..--- !M.7n------------------------- 3X3fL
/l=mp. ~ 0. G---------------- ---- ---- 11.n ft--..----..----.---..---. 2JB ft.
11=0. G. tn elev. H. L.-...---..----..-- .m.bft------------------------- 4.m5 ft.

FIQUaE3.—Thw rfows of n HO-malemodel of a sfngleenghe afrplene.

Awrage failheightfw
diameier = 12.67’

.-------.----

.--------------

, .—-— -
Fmelage refwence line---”.

Full-scaledimmst-bw

FIGURE4.-Sohematfo drawfng of normsl and raked Ml fxsftfon
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setting is shown on figure 7. The assumed full-scale Tc
-St CL r~tiofips for 920, 2100, and 3+lEi0horsepower
(and a wing load~ of 39.2 lb./ft.~ are shown in figure 8.

TESTS AND REDUCI’ION OF DATA

The teats consisted of a series of runs at constant values
of T,, with flaps up and flaps deflected 38°, and with the
propeller tilted both –0.8° and –5.5°. These tests were
made with tail removed, tail in its normal position with
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smwral elevator deflections, and tail in the raised position
with neutral elevator only. A similar series of propelle~
removed teds was also made.

The valuea of T. were selected so that the thrust resulting
from the use of 3,450 horsepower could be simulated with
flaps up and 2,100 horsepower with flaps down. The various
values of T. were obtained by holding the motor power at its

safe limit and adjusting the test veloci~ to secure the re-
quired V/nD. The teat Reynolds number varied from
900,000 to 2,500,000 dependent upon the value of T.. The
results obtained in this fashion were plotted against T. as
the major variable with angle of attack as a parameter.
Cross plots were then made for the preselected T. against

(?.relationships (shown in fig. 8) equivalent to 920, 2,100,
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and 3,450 homepower. The results of these cross plots,
which are equivalent to the conventional constan~power
polars, are presented herein.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PITCHfNG MOMENT, FLAPS UP

The effect of propeller operation on the pitding moment
of the model (tail in normal position) with two different

propeller tilts is shown in figures 9 to 11. The shift in neutral
point at various lift coefficients, as determined from dCJdCz
about the 0.25 M. A. C. point with elevator deflected for
trim, is shown on figure 12.

From inspection of these figures the beneficial efFect of tilt
of the propeller axis is evident. The characteristic clestm-
bilizing effect of power is present with the –0.8° tilt, while
with the — 5.5° tilt it is either considerably decreased or
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entirely eliminated, dependent on the load carried by the tail
(aa determined by the elevator deflection). It will be
observed from figure 12 (a) that, at a CL of 0.8, the applica-
tion of 2,100 horsepower causes a forward shift in neutral
point of 0.10 M. A. C. with the –0.8° tilt in contrast to 0.05
M, A, C. shift with the — 5.5° tilt. Thus, the beneficial
effect of the tilt is equivalent to a shift in the neutral point
of 0,06 M. A, C. compared to the possible 0.06 M. A. C. shift

discussed in the Introduction. A more extmded comparison
of experimental and computed results is given in the section
Application to Other Designs. As indicated therein the
correspondence between the computed and experimental
results varies somewhat, dependent on the power and CL.
However, in general, the correspondence tends to be best at
the higher powers where the effects are greatest.

-thorn the data presented in figure 13 (for tail off) and

(a) ‘l-mof the propellerOxIs.-x” (b) TM of the pmfldk Ws--6.&
FIomE 13.—Effecto! pre@kr opemtfon on kmgftndind stability of a slogkeogbre airplane with two tilts of the profrclk exls. Tell off, fiefm❑p.
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figure 14 (tail in the raised position), it is possible to deter-
mine the extent to which these aflects are due to the direct
propeller forces and the influence of the tail height on the
tail eflects. The incremental effects of the tilt of the pro-
peller have been determined from the data of figures 9, 13,
and 14, and are presented in figure 15 in the form of A(ACJ
against O=. It will be observed that the direct effects of the
propeller tend to predominate over the tail effects. The
increase in tail height causes a decrease in the beneficial
effect of the tilt, mainly, because with the higher tail position
the over-all destabilizing effects of power are somewhat I-;
therefore, there is less to be gained by a change. A more
detailed analysis of this is given in the section Application to
Other Designs along with a comparison of the experimental
and computed results. It is shown there that the normal
tail is in such a position as to suffer the greatest effects of
power; therefore, the effect of the tilt on the tail pitching

moment shown on figure 15 is probably the maximum which
will be measured for any tail height.

PITOHINCIMOMENT, FLAPS DEFLECTED W

The eflect of propeller operation on the pitching moment
of the model with flaps deflected is shown in fign-es 16 to 20.
The location of the neutral point at various lift coefficients
m determined from dC./dCLwith elevator deflected for trim
is shown on figure 21.

The trend of the results is the same as that observed with
flaps up. In a typical approach condition (920 hp. at a
CL of 2.0) a favorable neutral point shift due to the tilt of as
much as O.O35 M. A. C. is realized. With 2100 horsepower
the shift is 0.05 M. A. C. at this CL. Figure 22 shows that
the major portion of the increqse in stability came from the
direct propeller forces. The A(ACm) with tail off is very
nearly equal to that with tail on up to a CL of 1.6. As will
be shown later this is due to the fact that the slipstream
passea under the tail, and thus there is very little difference
in the change in pitching moment resulting from the tilt for
the two tail heights.

EFFECT ON HINGE MOMENT AND LIFT

Elevator hinge moment for flaps up and flaps deflected 38°
is presented in figures 23 and 24. There is little or no
change due to tilting the thrust line. This might be expected
since doh~di’ is small for the model tested and the average

velocity over the tail is not changed to a very large extent
due to tilt.

The maximum lift coefficient, tail off, was decreased 0.06
for flaps retracted and O.O7 for flaps deflected with 2,100
horsepower (@. 25). The decrease in lift is directly trace-
able to the change in the vertical component of the thrust
and normal force. The low-power mtium lift, which
will be more frequently used, is decreased about 0.04,
probably a negligible amount.

EFFECT ON THE LONGITUDINAL HANDLING QUALTTIE9

The longitudinal handling qualities were predicted for
flaps up (fig. 26) and flaps deflected (fig. 27) from the data
previously presented for the various powez conditions tested.

Flaps retraoted,-The stick force against velocity curves
were computed for trim at CL=0.6 which corresponds to a
velocity of 160 miles per hour, a normal climb speed. Fig-
ure 26 (a) shows that, with — 0.8° tilt, there is marginal
stick-free stabili~ with 2,100 horsepower, while with 3,45o
horsepower marked instability exists. In contrast to this,
with —5.5° tilt (fig. 26 (b)), considerable stability exists for
the 2,100-horsepower conditions and the airplane becomes
only marginally stable with 3,45o horsepower. It is obvi-
ous fim the previous discussion that, since the tilt of the
propeller axis does not affect the elevator hinge moments,
all the change in the stick-free characteristics is due to the
increase in the slope of Cm against CL. The increased varia-
tion of & with V~ resulting therefrom (fig. 26) causes the
more stable variation of stick force with Vi.

As was pointed out in the Introduction, the maintenance
of stability in the high-power low-speed condition necessitates
that a high degree of stability be present under conditions
where the power effects are small (e. g., high speed). This
condition is evident in figure 26 (a) where, in order to obtain
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just marginal stability with 2,100 horsepower, the bsaic
stability must be so high that an excessive stick force per g
(30 lb.) is prcaent in high-speed maneuvers. If advantage is
taken of the decreased effect of power made possible by the
tilted propeller, the basic stability can be considerably de-
crensed with a consequent reduction of the stick force per g.
The decreaae in stability normally would be secured by a
decreased tail size, so that not only would a reduction in

stick force result from a decreased dU~dOL but also from the
decreased area of the elevator. The precise evaluation of
such a saving could only be made by testing a reduced size
tail. However, a result [which will be on the conservative
side) can be obtained from the data available if the decrease
in dC~dCL is assumed to come from a rearward movement of
the center of gravity. (The advantage gained from reduced
elevator are~ is not included in this procedure.) The char-
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acteristica for a 0.30 M. A. C. center+f-gravity position with
–5.5° tilt of the propeller am shown on figure 26 (c). It will
be noted that the stick force against velocity characteristics
remain more stable than for the –0.8 tit and 0.25 M. A. C.
center+f-gravity position; and, in addition, a reduction of 10
pounds per g is realized in the stick force in maneuvers.

Flaps deflected .—The stick force against velocity was
computed for a typical approach condition with the elevatir
assumed trimmed for a CP1.O and a velocity of 124 miles
per hour. In this attitude if there is a balked landing re-
quiring the application of power or if power must be applied
to maintain a given sinking speed, the airplane will become
marginally stable with 920 horsepower at 120 miles per
hour and will be unstable throughout the speed range with
2,100 horsepower (fig. 27(a)). In contrast, tilting the pro-
peUer gives satisfactm-y stability for 920 horsepower and

marginal stability at about 90 miles per hour with 2,100
horsepower (fig. 27(b)).

APPLICATION TO OTHER DESIGNS

It is the purpose of this section to show the comparison
between experimental results and those which would be
predicted from available theory. The demonstration of
the computation of the results from this theory mrvea to
illustrate the methods by which the effect of tilting the pro-
peller can be estimated for other designs.

The computation methods follow in general those outlined
in reference 1, with some modification in detail. Them com-
putations naturally divide themselves into two parts: one
dealing with the effects due to the direct propeller forces,
the other dealing with the effects resulting from the changes
in the slipstream insofar as it influences the contribution of
pitching moment by the tail.
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(a) $a3hp. (b) 2.101hp.
FWQRBz.L-Ex@mmtal inmament fn phhing moment due to propellar tilt. Flap SS, W off and tall on with elevator undel%ded.
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EPFEC’M OF DIRECT PEOPELLEEt FOECE3

Following conventional practice, the propeller forces can
be broken down into the component acting along the thrust
axis and the component normal to the thrust axis. From
reference to figure 1, it is evident that the moment about
the center of gravity produced by these forces will be as
follows:

AM-= Tz+-~J, (1)

Substituting for T and N the relations

. T=T. Pvzp

iVp=C~P pn’P=K sin o pn’~ (See note.)

(2)

(3)

(4)

m , , 1
0 rii~of the .crqe)/er oxis - -B*
A“”:”

.
I -5.5,

\ I , -a& !-5”
o

d,=o“

.

-,0.4‘a)

& L5”

,04

a ~- -5”-—

G- ,, ~-o”
1“

m n .
u-,& ●-)

6.L5”
m

3.

&- -Y. 0

I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I
o .2 .4 .6 .8 LO 1“?

Lift coefficim~ CL

(a)T,-o (b)Em hp. (0) Z@ hp. (d) S,4E0hp.

FmJFLE?3—Eflent ofpm@eropaWfon on elavotorhingomommt ofasingle-mginadnimm
w!th two tit.? Ofthe Pm@W ti Normal tafl titian, l@9 Ilp.

givesthe following:

(5)

For the purpose of determining the effect of propeller
tilt, the absolute magnitude of AC.= is not of interest.

Rather, the difference in AC%, due to the tilt of the

J6

\
0 Tiltof the~qoeller oxis--.8”

A A“---
.

.12

J b

.08

F

A
.04

I(a)I

(a)T.-0 (b)920hp. (o) ‘2Jmhp.

FIOVKE!M—EflmtofproWler oxtfon on elevatorhkrgamomant ofas@kr@naafrplaoe
with two tilts of the proxmIlaraxis. Normal taff LX&tfao,ffaw ddackl a“.
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(n) T.-o (h) WI hp. (o) 2,1(0 hp.
FIomm z5.-EtTe& of tilt of pro@er @ on the maximum Uft metlMant of a single-engine akplane forthree wwor mndltioxm Tall off, fi~ up and tips deflwtwl 33°.
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propdler (refereed tQ hereafter M A(Acmw~), is to be

?w$uated. This eliminates any large discrepancy in &e
&lute magnitude of ACaW~ which might exist. Thus

tho effect of the tilt of the propeller in the ease at hand will
be M follows:

2P 1, Ksin 0_6d_Ksin 0A3———
( )sc~’~ (6)

By use of the above equation and the data of figures 6, 7,
8, and 28, the effect of the direct propeller forces -was com-
puted for the several power conditions, flaps up and flaps
down. (Table I shows a sample computation for the 2,100-
homepower, flaps up condition and serves as an illustrative
example of the method.) The results and the corresponding
experimental data obtained@m~the tail-off runs are shown
011 figures 29 and 30.
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FIommn.—voli8tfonof npmshWftlldlshncoOhoadof 1/4 OhordIfne of enfptfo wings of
Varfonsasp.30trotb.

The comparison, both with flaps up and flaps down, iE
good when considered on the basis of A(AC.. It is
worthy of note that the vertical force contribution to
A(AC~ consists ahuost entirely of a shift in the curve and
contributes very little change in slope. This suggests a
considerable simpliikation of the computation by consider-
ing only the T, term in the above expression for A(AC~,
since normally only the change in slope is of significance,
the vertical shift of the curves being unimportant. If this
is done and equation (6) is differentiated, considering the
second term a constant, the following relationship resulti:

This equation is readily evaluated since for a given tilt of
the propeller dTe/dCG is the only variable with CL.

LiffcoefficimkG

(4 W hp. (b) Alm hp. (0) 8,4E0hp.
~ODEE 29.-OOIR_ of coqmtd rmde?r@ment81 fncusment of pltchfng moment don

ti~themof~emo ftinoftimm dnotif-oftiffl~~
@f@r. Flare Up.
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EFPECT ON THE TAIL PITCHING MOMENT

In acc.ordruuce tith the procedure of ref~renoe 1 (and with
the simplifying assumption that gjqO at the tail with power
off is equal to 1), the effect of slipstream on the tail pitohing
moment ean be broken down into the following components:

A&bi,= —Ae,d ~–
(%Q%+(%).% ‘7)

—p —
Effeot due to Effeot due to corn- Effect due to

change of bined change in changed g
dowmwash dowrnmsh and q in the slip-
in the slip- in the slipstream. stream.
stream.

It is to be anticipated that tilting the propeller axis will
fiect the fit and s&ond terms by virtue of the difference in
downwmh increment due to power. This d.ifhence will
arise from the fact that the vertical component of the thrust
is decreased, so that from momentum considerations the
downwmh induced by the propeller will be decreased. This
will be a stabilizing effect. In addition, the changed down-
wash will result in a di.flerent juxtaposition between the
slipstream and the tail, so that a different area of the tail
will be inuneraed. As a result (Aq/q.),lIwill be changed, and
the second and third terms of tie preceding equation will be
affected. This influence will be stabilizing or destabilizing,

FIGUREW.-comparison of

dependent on the load on the tail and
the tail in the alipstresm.

the original location of

As was the ease in considering the direct propeller forces,
the absolute magnitude of Acmku is not of interest for this

adysis, merely the difference in this quantity oaused by
tilting the propeller (referred to hereafter as A(ACmm,,)).

However, this difference cannot be directly evaluated as it
was for the direct propeller forces, but must be determined
by first computing AC~ti, for eaeh tilt of the propeller and

then getting the difference. The steps involved in compuk

i% AC~@ are as follows:
1. Determine the ch~ae in downwash behind the propeller.

2. Determine the location of the tail in the slipstream and
the portion of the tail area immersed.

3. Determine the efEective values of A% and A~qO for sub-
stitution in equatiorf (7).

. .

NmZ.-It should be notwf thet dCJdfjk the Pxverdf valne mmmred at an anglo of
attack where the tafJk frm of wake eff~. Thk Is normolly the hlgbmt dCJdft mmsurd
thranghont the rmgfc-okttaek mrrge. in contrast C?%is the aotunl pltoblng-rrromontem.

trfbutferrof the tQ pewer off, thet is, the dil?onmcebetween the tall-on and tall-offpltohbrg
mamerrtat wmhexrgfeof attack.

Normal devlatfom fmm the a.wnmption of free-stream dyrmrrdoprmure at tho tall with
power off wilf not muse sigrdflomt differmm?ain AC-ti 0s dekdnti from Oquotton (7).
ff an abnormally large dermasa fn dynnrnfop~ axh@ tho faotor(g/flJ- w should bo
fnserted fn tbeflretterm ofcqrration (7) and (gdg)xti in tholast term.

fol?aOftho tifted pKO@fW.

●
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The foregoing procedure must be repeated for the two tilts
of tho propeller under consideration. The difference in

AU~@, computid thereby will be the effect of tilt of the
propeller.

The change in dowmvash is computed by the method of
Glauert (pp. 357 to 359, reference 2) with an added term to
take care of the fact that o does not equal ar (fig. 31) as it

IVanwlfa-ce
Prqpellertilf(3hom negafti~

f
Prcpelkr axis

,. I ,’

‘-L%distwbeo’fkw
,’
.,’

Resu#mt directim of >//
flowatp-qaellerdisk fuselagereferewe line

(referenceaxis)

+-a+propeuer tat
e .+-b

-U+propdkr tflt-wx

FmUFIB31.-t3chomotlc.dkgram ehowing detlnftfon of engka at pmwer.

o ./ 2 .3 .4 .-5 .6 .7 -8 J
Tluvst coefflcimt, Z

(a)K,~J

al)(1 ) l+k)
‘) K’-&Z#$&HI

Fmurm =—Verfatkm of Elend K with T, and El (VWV.

does in Glauert’s original analysis. (See appendixes B and
C.) Thus,

A~=K1aT+.&A~. (8)

(2a) (l+a) (l+k)
K’=(l+2a)[l+a(l+ K)l

2d(l+a)
“=(l+2a)[l+a(l+k)l

(9)

(lo)

where K is the function of V/nD and blade angle for an
inclined propeller used previously for detwmining &e normal
force acting on the propeller, and is defined as

The variation of K, and K, with T. and K/( V/nD)’ is
shown on iigure 32.

With the value of Ac, determined, the location of the slip-
stream and the area of the tail immersed therein can be
dettied either graphically or analytically from the
geometrical considerations outlined in figure 33?

In accordance with Smelt and Davies (reference 6) the
values of ACP and AgjqO are as follows:

where
(%xA’).ff=M(06A’)(*)

J-1+8 .8=—1+ .
‘H

(12)

(13)

(13a)

(14)

and x is an empirical factor which for usual relations of
slbstream and immersed tail will be 1..

(!JSubstitution of the appropriate vrdues of Ae2~,n ~ ,,ff
o

‘d (5xA&f

—

in equation (7) then results in AC%ntiil. It

should- be observed that dC~/dil and Cmto are the valu~
estimated, or determined from powerdl tests.

The foregoing procedure has been carried out for four tail
heights, for both propeller tilts, and the value of A(A(?m,a,l)
then determined. (An illustrative computation for the
flaps-up, 2,100-homepower conditions is given in table II.)

The tail heights are O, 2.25 (normal tail position), 4.50
(raised tail poeition), and 6.75 feet above the reference line
which covers the range likely to be found in normal designs.
In terms of the propeller dimensions the heights are approxi-

‘kmo~ h evalnetd. However, sinm onfy the dlffe&e fn AC.till dne to tilt of the propeller
is wnmrnwl, only the dfITemncefn A. due to the pmmffer need he evahreteif. On the
essmnptien thet tfftbMthe pmrdler ~ not appreekhly erkt the wfng vortex
dlflersnee due to tflt of the PM m Wflfcmsfet ennroly of that erfsln, mom %L%
vddmmwutofthe#TW q-tiWhe@mWbyqmtim (S).
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The
andcomp~~ values “of A(AC~@) are shown on figures 34

35. Thev- furnish an idea of the mwznitude of the effects.
of tilt of the propeller on the tail, and &e rate at which these

effects change with tail height. It will be observed that,
with flaps up, the normal tail is in the position which exper-
iences close to the maximum effect, amounting to a change
in dC./dCL of — 0.022 at a (?! of 0.8 (compaxed to — 0.046
obtained from the direct propeller forces). The higher tail
positions are farther from the center of the slipstream and,
therefore, less Mected by it. To give a physical picture of
this effect, and to clarify the steps of the computation, iigures
36 and 37 have been prepared showing the relative location
of the tail and slipstream, the tail area immersed md the
magnitude of the AePand Aq/gOeffect. As shown on figure 37,
with flaps down, the slipstream is below the tail for the major
part of the opeznting range and, therefore, A(AC.ti) is zero.
Reference to these two figures will aid in following the com-
putation outline of tables I and II.

The extent to which the experiment confirms the compu-
tations is shown on @ures 38 and 39, where the summa tion
of the computed effect of the direct propellerlforces and the
tail effects is compared with the experimmtal determination.
For the flaps-up condition, where a major portion of the tail
is immersed in the slipstream, the computations tend to over-
estimate the effect of the tilt of the propeller on the tail.
This is probably due to the slipstream being distorted rather
than the idealized cylindrical shape. The fact that some
small effect is meaaured flaps do% when the computations
indicate the tail to be just out of the slipstream, fits in with
the hypothesis. It is worthy of note that the theory indi-
cates the proper trend; that is, the reduced effect of tilt on
the raised tail, which was measured (fig. 15), is predicted
(fig. 34).

The over-all accuracy of the method can be judged on the
basis of figures 38 and 39. At the higher powers (whero tlm
effects of experimental scatter are less pronounced) the pre-
dicted increment in A(AQm) tends to run between 1,1 and 1.2

of that measured. It is believed that such a check is close
enough to justify use of the method in analyses which am
made iD the preliminary design stage and will serve to
evaluate with sutlicient accuracy the benefits to be obtained
from tilt .of the propeller.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experimental results are considered to show quite
definitely the advantages to be gained by a downward tilt of
the propeller. It is clearly indicated that a 6° downward tilt
of the propeller will cause a rearward shift of the mmtral
point ranging from 0.05 to 0.10 M. A. C. at normal climb lift
coefficients with power typical of modern airplanes. This
should considerably ease the &iiicul@ of obtaining stability
under these high-power low-speed conditions, so that a
reduction in the high-speed stability, where power effects arc
negligible, would be permiwible. Advantage can then bo
taken of this fact in order to ense the elevator balance require-
ments for the attainment of low stick forces per g.

The generalization of the results is made possiblo by the
use of the computation procedure outlined. It is believed
that the check between the over-all experimental rmd pre-
dicted results is sufEciently close to justify use of the method
in the preliminary design stage.

&s AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

MOFFWIT I?IELD,CALIF.,1944.
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APPENDIX A
sYrv.

The following symbols are used in this report. Wherever
possible standard smnbols have been used.

2.
cm
ACti

AC.M

ACm
A(AC.)
dCnJdi,

c mto

:
~7

‘n

P

P

c,

T

T.

N,

CNP

K

a
aT

Lift‘coefficient
D

%

coefficient
Pi ‘ -moment coefficient
Change m pitching-moment coefficient due to

direct propeller forces
Change in plt&ing-moment coefficient due to

slipstream on tail
Summation of dC~+ C.@
Increment in AC= due to propeller tilt
Rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient

with tail incidence

Pitching moment due to tail, with. ower off.
all!~ power-off force tests are 8V able, this

can be determined from diilerence between
Cm with tail on, C= with tail off, at equal
a (not equal CL)

Propeller djametmr
Propeller radius
&-peed
Revolutions of propeller per second
Air density

Power input to propeller

(P)Power coefficient *

Axial propeller thrust

(P)‘hwt ‘efficient -&

Force normal to propeller axis due to inclina-
tion of propeller to air stream

()Propeller normal-forc8 coefficient -#&

Propeller normal-force factor,

( dCp0.365CP ~) (1–% &p d(V/nD)
)

(See ~. 7 for variation of K against V/nD
for test propehr at 19=21 .00.)

Parameter for dete rmining dowmvash behind
inclined prope~er due to ~T

Parameter for dete - dowmvash behind
inclined propeller due to Aa

Factor used in computing K, and K,

K/(V/nD)’
( Ta )

Angle of referenw axis to relative wind
Angle of propeller thrust axis to relative wind,

a+ tilt of the propeller
Wmg upwash at propeller disk without slip-

stream inflow (upflow ositive)
{Wing upwash at prope er disk with slip-

stream inflow
32

OLS

8

d8/da

ear.

AEP

ACPI

A%

!J
q.
Aq

(Ac~)w
(Ag/g&f

a
V(l+a)
8

V(1+8)

s
St
se
b
bIi
c
ctf
St,—
c,
it
8.
1,

4

z

d,

h,

H

C,e

dChJdit

F
9

Inclination of propeller axis to resultant direc-
tion of wind at horizontal center Iino of
propeUer disk (aT+Aa)

Ratio of rate of change of o to a (doponden t
on distance ahend of wing, fig. 28)

Downwash behind wing, with power off (to
be taken as that at center line of wake
unIess slipstream is very much above or
below wing)

Increment in dowmvash, in slipstream duo to
propeller force9

That part of AGP due to aT
That part of A~P due to Aa
Local dynamic pressure
Free-stream dynamic pressure
(q–q.) iU slipstre~

r

ffective change in these two quantities as
determined by chmge in tail pitching
moment

Velocity increment factor at propeller disk
Air velocity through propeller
Velocity increment factor back of propollcr

d@-l+J@)
Air velocity back of propeller disk in the

slipstream
Wing area
Tail area
Elevator area aft of hinge line
Wmg span
Span of tail immersed in slipstream
Wing mean aerodynamic chord
Average chord of td immersed
hea of tail immemed in slipstream (b,iXc,,)

Average elevator chord aft of hinge line
Tail incidence to reference line
Elevator angle, degrees
Distance from propeller disk to center of gravity

of airplane (mensured parallel to thrust line)
Distance from center of gravity to elevator hinge

line (measured parallel to thrust lirm)
Distance from center of gravity to thrust km,

positive when center of gravity is above thrust
line (measured perpendicular to thrust line)

Distance from elevator hinge line to rcforonco
axis, positive when tail is above reference axis
(measured perpendicular to reference axis)

Distance from slipstream center line to tnil,
positive when slipstream is above tail

Elevator hinge moment
H

()
Elevator hinge-moment coefficient —

qsd%
Rate of change of elevator hinge-moment coefi-

cient with tail incidence
Elevator stick force
Acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/see*)

Subscripts

4? magnitude of tilt of the propeller axis
4s



APPENDIX B

In the computation of the normal force acting on a pro-
peller in tho presence of a wing it is necessary to know the
additional effective tilt of the propeller (Act), caused by the
up wash in front of the wing. In the report this has been
expressed as

(m)

()Q-m-v .= &a (f%- .~) (B2)

7“’s
Prqoell- disk....4

I

J of flow of prwpeller
/disk to ffwus f oxis

V “%apower oh-
fiOUBE40.-D@anmaticmpresantatlon of JWVat pmpdkw W.

Tho relation between the power-off and the power-on ACY

takes into account the increased axial velocity at the pro-

peller (fig. 40) due to inflow. The value of ‘w ‘s

given in figure 28 as a function of the two main variables,
wing aspect ratio and distance forward of the wing quarter
chord line. (Vertical location of propeller aammed to be
su.fiiciently close to z-axis of wing so that it is not a sig-
nificant variable.) This variation has been derived as
follows. The dowmvash e at any point along tho z-axis of
the wing with elliptical span loading will be

.=:.Jql-+~,&, cm
where

b
7=3 Cos0

r
b/2

~P

and eOis the dowmvash at the lifting line

(B4)

and in the terms of the sign conventions of this report
Au=—e

Substituting in equation (B3) and differentiating gives

%?’-%=-% ~ [l-%? J&* 035)
The curves of figure 28 are a plot of this equation for various

values of& and aspect rmtio.

APPENDIX c

In this appendix the symbol notation used by Glauert in
mfcmmce 2 is used, rather than that of the main body of
this report, so that rendy cross reference can be made.

Glauert in referen~ 2 (pp. 357–360) develops a relation
between the side force Y on a propeller and the increased
rmgle of dowmvaah e behind it. For the case considered the
side force is proportional and

Y= 19T (cl)
~=k(o–e) (C2)

where

The angle (O–e) as shown in figure 123 of reference 2 is the
inclination of the propeller at the propeller disk. In the
case of a propeller in the presence of the wing, the inclina-
tion of the propeller is increased by Aa, the upwash in front
of tho wing at the propeller disk. (See fig. 40 of this report.)
Thus for this case

~= K(O–c+Aa) (C3)

Substitution of this &pression
(C2)) in the equations

for P (instead of equation

(C4)

(C5)

results in the following

a(l+k)tl Aaka

‘=~–( l–a) [l+a(l+k)]
(C6)

and

{

0(2a) (l+a) (1 +k)
I

Aa2ak(l+a)

‘= (l+2a)[l+a(l+k)] – (l+2a)[l+a(l+k)] ‘C7)

It will be noted that the first term of each of the above
equations is that due to the inclination of the propeller to
the free stream and is equal to the Ghmert expression for
same. The second term is the supplemental dowmvash
arising ~om the increase in propeller normal force due to
the wing upwssh.

In the report K, and Kg are defined in accordance with
equation (C7) so that

6= Klo+K2Aa (C8)

The variation of K, and Kz with K/( V/nD)2 and T. is
given in figure 32.

33
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